Surgical therapy for frontal epilepsies.
We have described our 25 years experience concerning 100 patients operated on for frontal epilepsy. Results show that 55% of patients are practically cured of their seizures and that 76% benefited from cortectomy (reduction of more than 75% of seizures). These results are the worst in the total series of St. Anne. Reasons for success and especially failure were analyzed in detail: 1. SEEG methods gave good indications along three dimensions of the limits and borders of the cortical excision. 2. When clinical semiology and organization of ictal discharges give evidence for rapid bilateral discharge, with involvement of axial musculature and generalized tonic-clonic manifestations, experience shows that it is necessary to combine cortectomy with a section of the adjacent cortico-subcortical fibers of the corona radiata, as if propagation of ictal discharges were impeded if not interrupted by sectioning such fibers and the primary site were incapable of expressing itself clinically. 3. If the characteristics of seizures suggest the quasisimultaneous involvement of the two frontal lobes and the existence of bilateral multifocal epilepsy, we suggest that a systematized anterior callosotomy might lead to useful results. 4. Finally, we propose general criteria for indications and contraindications for surgery.